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Published: Wednesday, October 28, 1992
[From "Description of the proposed North American Free Trade Agreement," prepared by the
governments of Canada, the United Mexican States and the United States of America (August 12,
1992). Appearing below is part 2 of 3 of the above document. Part 1 was published in SourceMex
10/21/92, and Part 3 will be released in the 11/04/92 issue.] Energy & basic petrochemicals This
section sets out the rights and obligations of the three countries regarding crude oil, gas, refined
products, basic petrochemicals, coal, electricity and nuclear energy. In the NAFTA, the three
countries confirm full respect for each nation's political constitution. They also recognize the
desirability of strengthening the important role that trade in energy and basic petrochemical goods
plays in the North American region and of enhancing this role through sustained and gradual
liberalization. The NAFTA's energy provisions incorporate and build on GATT disciplines regarding
quantitative restrictions on imports and exports as they apply to energy and basic petrochemical
trade. The NAFTA provides that under these disciplines a country may not impose minimum
or maximum import or export price requirements, subject to the same exceptions that apply to
quantitative restrictions. The NAFTA also makes clear that each country may administer export
and import licensing systems, provided that they are operated in a manner consistent with the
provisions of the Agreement. In addition, no country may impose a tax, duty or charge on the
export of energy or basic petrochemical goods unless the same tax, duty or charge is applied to such
goods when consumed domestically. This section also provides that import and export restrictions
on energy trade will be limited to certain specific circumstances, such as to conserve exhaustible
natural resources, deal with a short supply situation or implement a price stabilization plan.
Further, when a NAFTA country imposes any such restriction, it must not reduce the proportion of
total supply made available to the other NAFTA countries below the level of the preceding three
years or other agreed period, impose a higher price on exports to another NAFTA country than
the domestic price or require the disruption of normal supply channels. Based on a reservation
that Mexico has taken, these obligations do not apply as between Mexico and the other NAFTA
countries. This section also limits the grounds on which a NAFTA country may restrict exports or
imports of energy or basic petrochemical goods for reasons of national security. However, based on
a reservation that Mexico has taken, energy trade between Mexico and the other NAFTA countries
will not be subject to this discipline, but will instead be governed by the Agreement's general
national security provision, described in the "exceptions" section below. The NAFTA confirms
that energy regulatory measures are subject to the Agreement's general rules regarding national
treatment, import and export restrictions and export taxes. The three countries also agree that the
implementation of regulatory measures should be undertaken in a manner that recognizes the
importance of a stable regulatory environment. In the NAFTA, Mexico reserves to the Mexican
State goods, activities and investments in Mexico in the oil, gas refining, basic petrochemicals,
nuclear and electricity sectors. The NAFTA energy provisions recognize new private investment
opportunities in Mexico in non-basic petrochemical goods and in electricity generating facilities
for "own use," co-generation and independent power production by allowing NAFTA investors to
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acquire, establish and operate facilities in these activities. Investment in non-basic petrochemical
goods is governed by the general provisions of the Agreement. To promote cross-border trade
in natural gas and basic petrochemicals, NAFTA provides that state enterprises, end users and
suppliers have the right to negotiate supply contracts. In addition, independent power producers,
CFE (Mexican state-owned electricity firm) and electric utilities in other NAFTA countries also
have the right to negotiate power purchase and sale contracts. Each country will also allow its
state enterprises to negotiate performance clauses in their service contracts. Certain specific
commitments relating to special aspects of Canada-US energy trade, set out in the Energy Chapter
of the Canada-US FTA, will continue to apply between the two countries. Agriculture The NAFTA
sets out separate bilateral undertakings on cross-border trade in agricultural products, one between
Canada and Mexico, and the other between Mexico and the United States. Both include a special
transitional safeguard mechanism. As a general matter, the rules of the Canada-US FTA on tariff
and non-tariff barriers will continue to apply to agricultural trade between Canada and the United
States. Trilateral provisions in the NAFTA address domestic support for agricultural goods and
agricultural export subsidies. 1) Tariffs & non-tariff barriers. a) Trade between Mexico and the
US. When the Agreement goes into effect, Mexico and the US will eliminate immediately all nontariff barriers to their agricultural trade, generally through their conversion to either "tariff-rate
quotas" (TRQs) or ordinary tariffs. The TRQs will facilitate the transition for producers of importsensitive products in each country. No tariffs will be imposed on imports within the quota amount.
The quantity eligible to enter duty-free under the TRQ will be based on recent average trade
levels and will grow generally at three percent per year. The over-quota duty initially established
at a level designed to equal the existing tariff value of each non-tariff barrier will progressively
decline to zero during either a 10- or 15-year transition period, depending on the product. Under
the NAFTA, Mexico and the US will eliminate immediately tariffs on a broad range of agricultural
products. This means that roughly one-half of US-Mexico bilateral agricultural trade will be
duty-free when the Agreement goes into effect. All tariff barriers between Mexico and the US
will be eliminated no later than 10 years after the Agreement takes effect, with the exception of
duties on certain highly sensitive products including corn and dry beans for Mexico, and orange
juice and sugar for the US. Tariff phase-outs on these few remaining products will be completed
after five more years. Mexico and the US will gradually liberalize bilateral trade in sugar. Both
countries will apply TRQs of equivalent effect on third country sugar by the sixth year after the
Agreement goes into effect. All restrictions on trade in sugar between the two countries will be
eliminated by the end of the 15-year transition period, except that sugar exported under the US
Sugar Re-Export Programs will remain subject to most-favored-nation (MFN) tariff rates. b) Trade
between Canada and Mexico. Canada and Mexico will eliminate all tariff and non-tariff barriers
on their agricultural trade, with the exception of those in the dairy, poultry, egg and sugar sectors.
Canada will immediately exempt Mexico from import restrictions covering wheat, barley and their
products, beef and veal, and margarine. Canada and Mexico will eliminate immediately or phase
out within five years tariffs on many fruit and vegetable products, while tariffs on remaining fruit
and vegetable products will be phased out over 10 years. A small number of these products will
be subject to the special transitional safeguard described below. Other than in the dairy, poultry
and egg sectors, Mexico will replace its import licenses with tariffs, for example on wheat, or TRQs,
for example respecting corn and barley. These tariffs will generally be phased out over a 10-year
period. 2) Special safeguard provision. During the first 10 years the Agreement is in effect, the
NAFTA provides a special safeguard provision that applies to certain products within the scope of
the bilateral undertakings described above. A NAFTA country may invoke the mechanism where
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imports of such products from the other country reach "trigger" levels set out in the Agreement.
In such circumstances, the importing country may apply the tariff rate in effect at the time the
Agreement went into effect or the then-current MFN rate, whichever is lower. This tariff rate may
be applied for the remainder of the season or the calendar year, depending on the product. The
trigger levels will increase over this 10-year period. 3) Domestic support. Recognizing both the
importance of domestic support measures to their respective agricultural sectors and the potential
effect of such measures on trade, each of the NAFTA countries will endeavor to move toward
domestic support policies that are not trade-distorting. In addition, the three countries recognize
that a country may change its domestic support mechanisms so long as such change is in compliance
with applicable GATT obligations. 4) Export subsidies. Recognizing that the use of export subsidies
within the free trade area is inappropriate except to counter subsidized imports from a non-NAFTA
country, the Agreement provides that: * a NAFTA exporting country must give three-days' notice
of its intent to introduce a subsidy on agricultural exports to another NAFTA country; * when
an exporting NAFTA country believes that another NAFTA country is importing non-NAFTA
agricultural goods that benefit from export subsidies, it may request consultations on measures
the importing country could take against such subsidized imports; and * if the importing country
adopts mutually agreed measures to counter that subsidy, the NAFTA exporting country will not
introduce its own export subsidy. Building on the bilateral discipline on export subsidies in the
Canada-US FTA, the three countries will work toward the elimination of export subsidies in North
American agricultural trade in pursuit of their objective of eliminating such subsidies worldwide. 5)
Agricultural marketing standards. The NAFTA provides that when either Mexico or the US applies a
measure regarding the classification, grading or marketing of a domestic agricultural product, it will
provide no less favorable treatment to like products imported from the other country for processing.
6) Resolution of commercial disputes. The three countries will work toward development of a
mechanism for resolving private cross-border commercial disputes involving agricultural products.
7) Committee on agricultural trade. A trilateral committee on agricultural trade will monitor the
implementation and administration of this section. In addition, a Mexico-US working group and a
Canada-Mexico working group will be established under the committee to review the operation of
grade and quality standards. Sanitary & phytosanitary measures This section imposes disciplines
on the development, adoption and enforcement of sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures,
namely those taken for the protection of human, animal or plant life or health from risks arising
from animal or plant pests or diseases, food additives or contaminants. These disciplines are
designed to prevent use of SPS measures as disguised restrictions on trade, while safeguarding
each country's right to take SPS measures to protect human, animal or plant life or health. 1) Basic
rights & obligations. The NAFTA confirms the right of each country to establish the level of SPS
protection that it considers appropriate and provides that a NAFTA country may achieve that level
of protection through SPS measures that: * are based on scientific principles and a risk assessment;
* are applied only to the extent necessary to provide a country's chosen level of protection; and *
do not result in unfair discrimination or disguised restrictions on trade. 2) International standards.
To avoid creating unnecessary barriers to trade, the NAFTA encourages the three countries to use
relevant international standards in the development of their SPS measures. However, it permits
each country to adopt more stringent, science-based measures when necessary to achieve its
chosen level of protection. The NAFTA partners will promote the development and review of
international SPS standards in such international and North American standardizing organizations
as the Codex Alimentarius Commission, the International Office of Epizootics, the Tripartite Animal
Health Commission, the International Plant Protection Convention and the North American Plant
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Protection Organization. 3) Harmonization & equivalence. The three countries have agreed to
work toward equivalent SPS measures without reducing any country's chosen level of protection
of human, animal or plant life or health. Each NAFTA country will accept SPS measures of another
NAFTA country as equivalent to its own, provided that the exporting country demonstrates that
its measures achieve the importing country's chosen level of protection. 4) Risk assessment. The
NAFTA establishes disciplines on risk assessment, including for evaluating the likelihood of entry,
establishment or spread of pests and diseases. SPS measures must be based on an assessment
of risk to human, animal or plant life or health, taking into account risk assessment techniques
developed by international or North American standardizing organizations. A NAFTA country
may grant a phase-in period for compliance by goods from another NAFTA country where the
phase-in would be consistent with ensuring the importing country's chosen level of SPS protection.
5) Adaptation in regional conditions. This section also establishes rules for the adaptation of SPS
measures to regional conditions, in particular regarding pest- or disease- free areas and areas of
low pest or disease prevalence. An exporting country must provide objective evidence whenever
it claims that goods from its territory originate in a pest- or disease-free area or area of low pest or
disease prevalence. 6) Procedural "transparency." The NAFTA requires public notice in most cases
prior to the adoption or modification of any SPS measure that may affect trade in North America.
The notice must identify the goods to be covered, and the objectives of and reasons for the measure.
All SPS measures must be published promptly. Each NAFTA country will ensure that a designated
inquiry point provides information regarding such measures. 7) Control, inspection & approval
procedures. The NAFTA also establishes rules governing procedures for ensuring the fulfillment
of SPS measures. These rules allow for the continued operation of domestic control, inspection
and approval procedures, including national systems for approving the use of additives or for
establishing tolerances for contaminants in foods, beverages or feedstuffs, subject to such disciplines
as national treatment, timeliness and procedural "transparency." 8) Technical assistance. The three
countries will facilitate the provision of technical assistance concerning SPS measures either directly
or through appropriate international or North American standardizing organizations. 9) Committee
on Sanitary & Phytosanitary Measures. A Committee on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures will
facilitate the enhancement of food safety and sanitary conditions in the free trade area, promote
the harmonization and equivalence of SPS measures and facilitate technical cooperation and
consultations, including consultations regarding disputes involving SPS measures. Technical
standards This section applies to standards-related measures, namely standards, governmental
technical regulations and the procedures used to determine that these standards and regulations
are met. It recognizes the crucial role of these measures in promoting safety and protecting human,
animal and plant life and health, the environment and consumers. The three countries have agreed
not to use standards-related measures as unnecessary obstacles to trade, and will cooperate and
work towards the enhancement and compatibility of these measures in the free trade area. 1) Basic
rights & obligations. The NAFTA affirms that each country maintains the right to adopt, apply and
enforce standards-related measures, to choose the level of protection it wishes to achieve through
such measures and to conduct assessments of risk to ensure that those levels are achieved. In
addition, the NAFTA affirms each country's rights and obligations under the GATT Agreement
on Technical Barriers to Trade and other international agreements, including environmental and
conservation agreements. The NAFTA also sets out certain disciplines on the use of standardsrelated measures, with a view to facilitating trade between the NAFTA partners. For example, each
country must ensure that its standards-related measures provide both national treatment and
most-favored-nation treatment. That is, they must ensure that goods or specified services from
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the other two countries are treated no less favorably than like goods or services of national origin,
and like goods and services from non-NAFTA countries. 2) International standards. Each NAFTA
country will use international standards as a basis for its standards-related measures if those
standards are an effective and appropriate means to fulfill the country's objectives. However, each
country retains the right to adopt, apply and enforce standards-related measures that result in a
higher level of protection than would be achieved by measures based on international standards. 3)
Compatibility. The NAFTA countries will work jointly to enhance safety, health and environmental
and consumer protection. They will also seek to make their standards- related measures more
compatible, taking into account international standard-setting activities, so as to facilitate trade
and to reduce the additional costs that arise from having to meet different requirements in each
country. 4) Conformity assessment. Conformity assessment procedures are used to determine that
the requirements set out in technical regulations or standards are fulfilled. The Agreement sets out
a detailed list of rules governing these procedures to ensure that they do not create unnecessary
obstacles to trade between the NAFTA nations. 5) Procedural "transparency." The NAFTA requires
public notice in most cases prior to the adoption or modification of standards-related measures that
may affect trade in North America. The notice must identify the goods or services to be covered and
the objectives and the reasons for the measures. Other NAFTA countries and anyone interested
in a particular standards-related measure will be allowed to comment on it. Each NAFTA country
will ensure the designated inquiry points are able to respond to questions and provide information
regarding standards-related measures to other NAFTA countries and any interested person. 6)
Technical cooperation. Each will, on request, provide to another NAFTA country technical advice,
information and assistance on mutually agreed terms and conditions to enhance their standardsrelated measures. The Agreement encourages cooperation between the standardizing bodies of
the NAFTA countries. 7) Committee on Standards-Related Measures. A Committee on StandardsRelated Measures will monitor the implementation and administration of this section of the
Agreement, facilitate the attainment of compatibility, enhance cooperation on developing, applying
and enforcing standards- related measures and facilitate consultations regarding disputes in this
area. Subcommittees and working groups will be created to deal with specific topics of interest. The
Agreement provides that these subcommittees and working groups may invite the participation
of scientists and representatives of interested non-governmental organizations from the three
countries. Emergency action This section of the Agreement establishes rules and procedures under
which a NAFTA country may take "safeguard" actions to provide temporary relief to industries
adversely affected by surges in imports. A transitional bilateral safeguard mechanism applies to
emergency actions taken against import surges that result from tariff reductions under the NAFTA.
A global safeguard applies to import surges from all countries. The Agreement's procedures
governing safeguard actions provide that relief may be imposed for only a limited period of time
and require that the NAFTA country taking the action must compensate the NAFTA country
against whose good the action is taken. If the countries are not not able to agree on the appropriate
compensation, the exporting country may take trade measures of equivalent effect to compensate
for the trade effect of the safeguard. 1) Bilateral safeguard. During the transition period, if increases
in imports from another NAFTA country cause or threaten to cause serious injury to a domestic
industry, a NAFTA country may take a safeguard action that temporarily suspends the agreed
duty elimination or re-establishes the pre-NAFTA rate of duty. The injury must result from the
elimination of duties under the NAFTA. Such a safeguard action may be taken only once, and for
a maximum period of three years. In the case of certain extremely sensitive goods, a country may
extend the safeguard action for a fourth year. Bilateral safeguard actions may be taken after the
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transition period only with the consent of the country whose good would be affected by such action.
2) Global safeguard. The Agreement provides that where a NAFTA partner undertakes a safeguard
action on a global or multilateral basis (in accordance with Article XIX of the GATT, which permits
both tariff and quota-based safeguard measures), each NAFTA partner must be excluded from the
action unless its exports: * account for a substantial share of total imports of the good in question;
and * contribute importantly to the serious injury or the threat of injury. The Agreement stipulates
that a NAFTA country normally will not be considered to account for a substantial share of imports
if it does not fall among the top five suppliers of the good. For a NAFTA country's goods to be
deemed not to contribute importantly to injury, the rate of growth of imports of the goods entering
from that country must be appreciably lower than that of total imports of those goods. Even if a
NAFTA country is initially excluded from a safeguard action, the country taking the action has the
right subsequently to include it in the action if a surge in imports from that country undermines
the effectiveness of the action. 3) Procedural requirements. This section also provides detailed
procedures to guide the administration of safeguard measures, including: * entrusting injury
determinations to a specified administrative authority; and * requirements for the form and content
of petitions, the conduct of investigations, including public hearings to allow all interested parties
an opportunity to present views, and notification and publication of investigations and decisions.
Review of antidumping & countervailing duty matters The NAFTA establishes a mechanism for
independnet binational panels to review final antidumping (AD) and countervailing duty (CVD)
determinations by administrative authorities in each country. Each country will make those changes
to its law necessary to ensure effective panel review. This section also sets out procedures for panel
review of future amendments to each country's antidumping and countervailing duty laws. In
addition, it establishes an "extraordinary challenge" procedure to deal with allegations that certain
actions may have affected a panel's decision and the panel review process. Finally, the NAFTA
creates a safeguard mechanism designed to remedy instances in which application of a country's
domestic law undermines the functioning of the panel process. 1) Panel process. Binational panels
will substitute for domestic judicial review in cases in which either the importing or exporting
country seeks panel review of a determination based on a request by a person entitled to judicial
review of that determination under the domestic law of the importing country. Each panel will
comprise five qualified individuals from the countries involved, drawn from a roster maintained
by the three countries. Each country involved will select two panelists, with the fifth selected
by agreement of those countries or, in the absence of agreement, by the agreement of the four
designated panelists or by lot. A panel must apply the domestic law of the importing country in
reviewing a determination. The three countreis will develop rules of procedure for panels. The
panel will either uphold the determination or remand it to the administrative authority for action
not inconsistent with the panel's decision. Panel decisions will be binding. 2) Retention of AD and
CVD laws. The NAFTA explicitly preserves the right of each country to retain its AD and CVD laws.
Each country may amend its AD and CVD laws after the NAFTA takes effect. Any such amendment,
to the extent it applies to imports from another NAFTA country, may be subject to panel review
for inconsistency with the object and purpose of the Agreement, the GATT or the relevant GATT
codes. If a panel finds such an inconsistency, and consultations fail to resolve the matter, the country
that requested the review may take comparable legislative or administrative action or terminate the
Agreement. 3) Extraordinary challenge procedure. The NAFTA also provides for an extraordinary
challenge procedure and establishes certain grounds for invoking this procedure. Following a
panel decision, either of the countries involved may request the establishment of a three-person
extraordinary challenge committee, comprising judges or former judges from those countries. If
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it determines that one of the grounds for the extraordinary challenge has been met, it will vacate
the original panel decision. In such event, a new panel will be established. 4) Special committee to
safeguard the panel process. This section provides a safeguard mechanism to ensure that the panel
process functions as intended. A NAFTA country may request a "special committee" to determine
if the application of another country's domestic law has: * prevented the establishment of a panel;
* prevented a panel from rendering a final decision; * prevented the implementation of a panel's
decision or denied it binding force and effect; or * failed to provide opportunity for judicial review
of the basis for the disputed administrative determination by an independent court applying the
standards set out in the country's domestic law. If a special committee makes an affirmative finding
on any of these grounds, the countries involved will attempt to resolve the matter in the light of
the special committee's finding. If they are unable to do so, the complaining country may suspend
the binational panel system with respect to the other country or may suspend other benefits under
the Agreement. If the complaining country suspends the panel system, the country complained
against may take reciprocal action. Unless the countries involved resolve the matter, or unless the
country complained against demonstrates to the special committee that it has taken the necessary
corrective action, any suspension of benefits may remain in effect. Government procurement The
Agreement opens a significant portion of the government procurement market in each NAFTA
country on a non- discriminatory basis to suppliers from the other NAFTA countries for goods,
services and construction services. 1) Coverage. The NAFTA covers procurements by specified
federal government departments and agencies and federal government enterprises in each NAFTA
country. The NAFTA applies to procurements by federal government departments and agencies
of: * over US$50,000 for goods and services; and * over US$6.5 million for construction services.
For federal government enterprises, the NAFTA applies to procurements of: * over US$250,000 for
goods and services; and * over US$8 million for construction services. For procurements covered
by the Canada-US FTA, the dollar thresholds of that Agreement will continue to apply. Mexico
will phase in its coverage over a transition period. This section does not apply to the procurement
of arms, ammunition, weapons and other national security procurements. Each country reserves
the right to favor national suppliers for procurements specified in the Agreement. 2) Procedural
obligations. In addition to requiring national and most-favored NAFTA country treatment, the
Agreement imposes procedural disciplines on covered procurements that: * promote transparency
and predictability by providing rules for technical specifications, qualifications of suppliers, setting
of time limits and other aspects of the procurement process; * prohibit offset practices and other
discriminatory buy- national requirements; and * require each country to establish a bid protest
system that allows suppliers to challenge procedures or awards. 3) Technical cooperation. The three
countries will exchange information regarding their procurement systems to assist suppliers in
each country to take advantage of the opportunities created by this section. A Committee on Small
Business will assist NAFTA small businesses to identify procurement opportunities in NAFTA
countries. 4) Future negotiations. Recognizing that improvements to NAFTA's procurement section
are desirable, the three countries will endeavor to extend the coverage of this section to state
and provincial governments that, after consultations, voluntarily accept its commitments. Crossborder trade in services The NAFTA expands on initiatives in the Canada-US FTA and the Uruguay
Round of multilateral trade negotiations to create internationally-agreed disciplines on government
regulation of trade in services. The cross-border trade in services provisions establish a set of
basic rules and obligations to facilitate trade in services between the three countries. 1) National
treatment. The Agreement extends to services the basic obligation of national treatment, which
has long been applied to goods through the GATT and other trade agreements. Under NAFTA's
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national treatment rule, each NAFTA country must treat service providers of the other NAFTA
countries no less favorably than it treats its own service providers in like circumstances. With
respect to measures of a state or province, national treatment means treatment no less favorable
than the most favorable treatment that the state or province accords to the service providers of the
country of which it forms a part. 2) Most-favored-nation treatment. The Agreement also applies
another basic GATT obligation to services: that of most-favored-nation treatment. This rule requires
each NAFTA country to treat service providers of the other NAFTA countries no less favorably
than it treats service providers of any other country in like circumstances. 3) Local presence. Under
the Agreement, a NAFTA country may not require a service provider of another NAFTA country
to establish or maintain a residence, representative office, branch or any other form of enterprise
in its territory as a condition for the provision of a service. 4) Reservations. Each NAFTA country
will be able to keep certain current laws and other measures that do not comply with the rules
and obligations described above. Such federal, state and provincial measures will be listed in
the Agreement. Each NAFTA country will have up to two years to complete the list of state and
provincial measures of this kind. All such measures currently in force at the municipal and other
local government level may be retained. Each NAFTA country may renew or amend its nonconforming measures provided that the renewal or amendment does not make a measure more
inconsistent with the rules and obligations described above. 5) Non-discriminatory quantitative
restrictions. Each country will also list its existing non-discriminatory measures that limit the
number of service providers or the operations of service providers in a particular sector. Any other
NAFTA country will be able to request consultations on such measures with a view to negotiating
their liberalization or removal. 6) Licensing and certification. The NAFTA provisions related
to professional licensing and certification are designed to avoid unnecessary barriers to trade.
Specifically, each country must seek to ensure that its licensing and certification requirements
and procedures are based on objective and transparent criteria such as professional competence,
are no more burdensome than is necessary to ensure the quality of the service and are not in
themselves a restriction on the provision of the service. This section also provides a mechanism
for the mutual recognition of licenses and certifications, but does not require a NAFTA country
automatically to recognize the credentials of service providers of another country. In particular,
the three countries will undertake a work program with a view to liberalizing the licensing of
foreign legal consultants and the temporary licensing of engineers. Commencing two years after
implementation of the Agreement, a NAFTA country will remove any citizenship or permanent
residency requirement for the licensing and certification of professional service providers in its
territory. Any failure to comply with this obligation will entitle the other NAFTA countries to
maintain or reinstate equivalent requirements in the same service sector. 7) Denial of benefits.
A NAFTA country may deny the benefits of this section to a specific firm if the services involved
are provided through an enterprise of another NAFTA country that is owned or controlled by
persons of a non-NAFTA country and the enterprise has no substantive business activities in the
free trade area. In addition, for transportation services, a NAFTA country may deny benefits to
a firm if these services are provided with equipment that is not registered by any of the NAFTA
countries. 8) Exclusions. The services section does not apply to a number of matters dealt with in
other parts of the Agreement, including government procurement, subsidies, financial services
and energy-related services. The rules described above also will not affect most air services, basic
telecommunications, and social services provided by the government of any NAFTA country, the
maritime industry except for certain services between Canada and Mexico and sectors currently
reserved by the Mexican Constitution to the Mexican State and Mexican nationals. Each NAFTA
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country maintains the right to take action neessary to enforce measures of general application that
are consistent with the Agreement, such as regarding deceptive practices. Land transportation The
NAFTA provides a timetable for the removal of barriers to the provision of land transportation
services between the NAFTA countries and for the establishment of compatible land transport
technical and safety standards. It provides for the phase-out of restrictions on cross-border land
transportation services among the three countries in order to create equal opportunities in the North
American international land transportation market. The provisions are designed to ensure that the
land transportation services industries of the three countries will have a full opportunity to enhance
their competitiveness without being placed at a disadvantage during the transition to liberalized
trade. 1) Liberalization of restrictions. a) Bus and trucking services. When the NAFTA goes into
effect, the US will amend its moratorium on grants of truck and bus operating authority by allowing
full access for Mexican charter and tour bus operators to its cross-border market. Mexico will grant
equivalent rights to US and Canadian charter and tour bus operators. Canadian truck and bus
companies are not subject to the US moratorium. Canada will continue to permit US and Mexican
truck and bus operators to obtain operating authority in Canada on a national treatment basis.
Three years after signature of the Agreement, Mexico will allow US and Canadian truck operators to
make cross-border deliveries to, and pick up cargo in, Mexican border states, and the US will allow
Mexican truck operators to perform the same services in US border states. At the same time, Mexico
will allow 49% Canadian and US investment in bus companies and in truck companies providing
international cargo services (including point-to-point distribution of such cargo within Mexico).
The US and Canada will permit Mexican truck companies to distribute international cargo as well.
The US will maintain its moratorium on grants of operating authority for truck carriage of domestic
cargo and for domestic passenger service, continuing to allow Mexicans to hold a non- controlling
interest in US companies. Three years after the Agreement goes into effect, the US will allow bus
firms from Mexico to begin scheduled cross- border bus service to and from any part of the US.
At the same time, Mexico will provide the same treatment to bus firms from Canada and the US.
Six years after the Agreement goes into effect, the US will provide cross-border access to its entire
territory to trucking firms from Mexico. Mexico will provide the same treatment to trucking firms
from Canada and the US. Seven years after the Agreement goes into effect, Mexico will allow 51%
Canadian and US investment in Mexican bus companies and in Mexican truck companies providing
international cargo services. At the same time, the US will lift its moratorium on domestic operating
authority for Mexican bus companies. Ten years after the Agreement goes into effect, Mexico will
permit 100% investment in truck and bus companies in Mexico. No NAFTA country will be required
to remove restrictions on truck carriage of domestic cargo. b) Rail services. Under the Agreement
and consistent with a Mexican reservation taken pursuant to its Constitution, Canadian and US
railroads will continue to be free to market their services in Mexico, operate unit trains with their
own locomotives, construct and own terminals and finance rail infrastructure. Mexico will continue
to enjoy full access to the Canadian and US railroad systems. The Agreement does not affect each
NAFTA country's immigration law requirements for crews to change at or near their borders. c)
Port services. The Agreement also liberalizes land- side aspects of marine transport. Mexico will
immediately allow 100% Canadian and US investment in, and operation of, port facilities such as
cranes, piers, terminals and stevedoring companies for enterprises that handle their own cargo. For
enterprises handling other companies' cargo, 100% Canadian and US ownership will be allowed
after screening by the Mexican Foreign Investment Commission. Canada and the US will continue
to permit full Mexican participation in these activities. 2) Technical and safety standards. Consistent
with their commitment to enhance safety, health and environmental and consumer protection,
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the NAFTA partners will endeavor to make compatible, over a period of six years, their standardsrelated measures with respect to motor carrier and rail operations, including: * vehicles, including
equipment such as tires and brakes, weights and dimensions, maintenance and repair and certain
aspects of emission levels; * non-medical testing and licensing of truck drivers; * medical standards
for truck drivers; * locomotives and other rail equipment and operating personnel standards
relevant to cross-border operations; * standards relating to the transportation of dangerous goods;
and * road signs and supervision of motor carrier safety compliance. 3) Access to information. Each
NAFTA country will designate contact points to provide information regarding land transportation
matters such as those related to operating authorizations and safety requirements. 4) Review
process. Beginning five years after the Agreement goes into effect, a committee of government
officials will consider the effectiveness of liberalization in the land transportation sector, including
any specific problems or unanticipated effects liberalization might have on each country's motor
carrier industry. No later than seven years after the Agreement goes into effect, consultations will
also address possible further liberalization. The results of these consultations will be forwarded to
the NAFTA Trade Commission for appropriate action.

-- End --
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